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Graceful, you might think my eyes would show  
Upright, accordance; melting heart with acts and mind with soul  
Never let darkness get in control  
But though glances can reveal slight shades they can't foretell cyclones   
  
 
 



 

 

  
 
VERSE I  
I took the time to treat myself, it led to unaltered continuance  
Devised my every option to create the best of all deliverance   
Found ideal lanes to finally move, but every step like a treadmill rolled me back 
 I sank inside my growing skin and now I need to peel it off   
  
CHORUS 
I forced myself to hold on  
Wanted to bear, endure and be strong  
To grow   
  
  
VERSE II  
Took the time to treat myself, the same recurring insights came my way  
Asked my friends for help but in the end I know their answers, know their traits  
Approaches to eventually flourish, I believed this day to show  
But I mistook my rotten state, 'cause when I am withered, then how can I grow?  
  
CHORUS  
I forced myself to hold on  
Wanted to bear, endure and be strong  
To grow   
  
 
INTERLUDE 
All these people, but I break, they can't fix me  
And the more I force myself to ignore, the more it grabs me  
Oh, and all these people around make me break, they do choke me  
Oh, and all I'm trying to do is escape, but life drugged me in between  
All these people around while I   
  
 
CHORUS  
Force myself to hold on  
But now I must burn and wipe myself out  
To glow  
  
END 
Now, you might suffocate by my smoke  
And all you see is havoc  
But when smoulder wears itself off  
You'll see me glow  



 

 

 
  
VERSE I   
I've saved the nights for dreaming   
And spent the days so well behaved   
And waited weeks and months for healing   
And a change to make my day, but now I   
  
I want to feel fulfilment   
For all the sins I did resist   
But can you promise me tomorrow   
I can relive those days I've missed?   
 
  
VERSE II   
I've roamed unending yearnings   
I've played up through misty lawns 
And followed every blow ball's journey   
Beyond all seas up to the sun   
  
I cannot believe that life's worth living   
When all my nightmares are by day 
And now I feel both worlds are merging   
I'm losing sight of being awake   
 
 
VERSE III   
I've saved the nights for dreaming   
And spent the days so well behaved   
And waited weeks and months for healing   
'Till it made me hate my days   
  
  
END   
Because I never felt fulfilment   
I drove out desires, resisted   
Can it be that now I've missed it   
And destroyed myself with stillness   
  
I thought that's the right way but I've learned too late   
That nights were made to sleep   
So to escape these aching days   
I have to say goodnight  
  



 

 

(Lost In My Own Head) 

 
 

VERSE I  
I travel inside my brain, am I a lunatic?   
I'm trapped between your scent and your uplifting gaze   
Miles, and miles around your words, cannot elude them   
Clanging, lasting, what used to make me rise   
  
BRIDGE 
I wander around I still do look for excuses  
To make me believe there have to be good reasons for you  
To abandon my heart and lock me up in my mind  
Waiting for you, though we both know that you will not return  
  
I wander around I still do look for excuses  
To make me believe there have to be good reasons for you  
To abandon my heart and lock me up in my mind  
Waiting for you, now I wanna know that  
  
How come when I asked are we fine, oh you lied  
  
CHORUS  
Didn't mean to run   
Didn't mean to run - this time  
  
VERSE II  
I travel inside my brain, am I a lunatic?   
I'm trapped between what could have been and what my destiny might be – I haste   
Miles and miles around your words   
Cannot elude them   
While days pass by nourishing my thoughts   
  
BRIDGE  
I wander around I still do look for excuses  
To make me believe there have to be good reasons for you  
To abandon my heart and lock me up in my mind  
Waiting for you, though we both know that you will not return  
  
I wander around I still do look for excuses  
To make me believe there have to be good reasons for you  
To abandon my heart and lock me up in my mind  
Waiting for you, now I wanna know that  
  
How come when I asked are we fine, oh you lied  



 

 

 

CHORUS   
Didn't mean to run   
Didn't mean to run - this time   
How come I've lost any intention to meet any new pals 
'Cause all this talking now just feels like wasting time   
How come my actions lost their meaning though it's you who's gone   
And I'm still there, I wander around I still do look for excuses  
  
  
INTERLUDE  
Take me out   
Of my head, this place, these days, please  
Take me out   
  
  
VERSE II   
I travel inside my brain, am I a lunatic?   
I'm trapped between what could have been   
And what my destiny might be – I haste   
Miles and miles around your words   
Cannot elude them   
Their shadows are delusive, enigmatic, irritating   
Now I'm lost in my own head   
  
BRIDGE   
So how come, you don't care, if I'm fine?   
Oh, you lied, you lied  
  
  
END  
How come I've lost any intention to meet any new pals   
'Cause all this talking now just feels like wasting time   
How come my actions lost their meaning though it's   
You who's gone and I'm still there  
I need to know, am I still there  
When you're gone, am I still there  
I wander around, I still do look for excuses  
  
  
  
 



 

 

 
VERSE I   
When feelings get to rot   
Because of long forgotten nurture   
And days seem not to part   
'Cause time got ineffectual   
There are no boarders left to guard   
Now that nothing is momentous   
Tomorrow or just   
Yesterday I couldn't tell the difference   
 
 
VERSE II   
It doesn't even matter   
It does not make me sad   
'Cause I have misremembered   
Happiness, and therefore can't compare   
'Cause I'm just swimming around seconds   
There are no borders left to guard 
Now that nothing is momentous   
When feelings get to rot   
  
  
END   
The clock's hands stab my body,   
But I can't feel them,   
'Cause I'm sedated by   
The boundlessness of being   
The blankness   
The transience   
The unimportance   
Slight reservations   
  
I might be drowning   
But I won't notice   
I'm being carried by this ocean   
Full of motionless seconds   
That look all alike  
  
 
CHORUS  
There are no borders left to guard   
Now that nothing is momentous  
Or just yesterday, I couldn't tell the difference  



 

 

 
 
VERSE I  
Fought to win this battle, be myself; not shattered  
I've beaten my own challenge, finally was balanced   
Gave my all to not destroy you  
Sparkled through the landscape, lighted up my ambit  
Off you washed my colours, left me pale and blotted   
Tried so hard to not destroy you, while we perished me  
   
CHORUS  
I am trapped in who I am and I like to be here  
It's when you suck me out when I doubt and fall apart  
My heartbeat is not endless like yours, please see this  
Strong but that's my weakness, now poisoned by who you are  
 
 
VERSE II  
I imprison myself to my thoughts  
Trying so hard to not destroy  
I know I'm not alone looking for results  
Everyone around seems sucked dry by tiny thoughts, they accumulate, then build us up  
   
CHORUS  
I am trapped in who I am and I like to be here  
It's when you suck me out when I doubt and fall apart  
My heartbeat is not endless like yours, please see this  
Strong but that's my weakness, now poisoned by who you are  
  
 
VERSE III 
While these tiny thoughts make me grow   
I disperse can it be those weighty thoughts 
Replace me, fill me up? 
With vanities that seem so damn relevant because there's no longer nothing more about me  
  
CHORUS  
I am trapped in who I am and I like to be here  
It's when you suck me out when I doubt and fall apart  
My heartbeat is not endless like yours, please see this  
Strong but that's my weakness, now poisoned by who you are  
  
END  
You couldn't see it in my eyes; can't you feel we're all alike? 
Wish you'd roll off my skin like oil to keep me pure  



 

 

 
 
VERSE I 
Those aching souls we used to be now choose to smile and revel 
For we will not again become those aimless ardent rebels 
That now seem weak but there are moments that evoke slight shudders 
Those silent memories are stronger than my need for balance 
 
CHORUS  
Come out - I know you're there beneath the irony that made me stop to care 
 
 
VERSE II 
We used to strengthen our bonds by sharing our shadows 
Now I hold on to every shining moment resting on them 
They make my heart resist, an overload of pent up shudders 
Those silent memories are stronger than my need for balance 
 
CHORUS  
Come out - I know you're there beneath the irony that made me stop to care 
Come out - I want you here, to bring the agony that used to make me feel 
 
 
INTERLUDE 
Fully living while you were fading 
Healed while you were cut off 
It would be alright 
If there weren't those silent cries 
 
I don't feel like I have changed 
But oddly when I try to meld 
We can't, without 
 
Risking I might not again 
Be able to forget the pain 
Might be worth it to reconnect with you 
 
CHORUS  
Come out - I want you here, to bring the agony that used to make me feel 
 
 
 



 

 

  
 

 
 
 
 
She said - Rest, before you go   
I can't be at ease, before you come back home   
Rest a while  
 
I rest, the screen is on   
Reflects who I've become   
Did I fail to be the best version of myself?   
Rest a while   
 
Though we don't know where this goes   
I will not rest, before he goes   
We don't know where to run   
But I cannot stay stagnant   
When fate might be ours   
Rest a while   
  
Tell me, are these illusions   
Or can we, rise up, expect truth?   
Will this hell be the seed for our future?   
Unknowing, stumbling upon people's words   
Rest a while 
 
You have to let me go, 'cause I cannot rest, before they go 
   
  



 

 

 
 
 
VERSE I   
You can say I am, you can think I can't   
You can laugh my friend   
But you cannot have me   
You can make them hear   
Your thoughts and think they're real   
Follow all your leads, but still won't get me   
'Cause I have different beliefs  
And I need to be the best version of myself   
  
 
VERSE II   
You can take my home   
Wrap my skin with bonds   
Take all air out of my lungs   
But still won't own me   
You can make them all, worship what you are   
Make them beg and crawl, but my knees   
Won't ever bend to touch your floor   
  
 
END   
'Cause when you wait for the time   
That you might think is right   
To reveal for them all  
This whole other side   
That you bear deep inside   
But are afraid to share   
  
But if it never appears   
Does it really exist?   
Don't tear down the walls   
That you feel safe in   
But at least try sometimes   
To climb above and shine  
 
  
 
 



 

 

 
 
VERSE I   
You crave what I seem to be 
You crave to be light and free 
But what I know is we all crave fantasies 
 
To know for sure and never be 
Mistaken, just devotedly 
Devoted to deceptive fantasies 
 
CHORUS  
And all our hopes 
Will be all that is left 
Will be leading us to  
An illusion of ourselves 
 
 
VERSE II 
We crave art, we crave hearts 
To feel enlightened after all 
But what I know is, the answers might not ever come 
 
The more I grow, the more it shows 
Accepting is my only choice 
To handle my deceptive fantasies 
 
CHORUS  
And all our hopes 
Will be all that is left 
Will be leading us to  
An illusion of ourselves 
 
 
END 
Grab me, show me that life is more than all that I'm not getting 
I need to feel that my illusion does mean something 
More than just fooling you to hope and crave 
I need to feel my fantasies 
 
Pushed me, showed me that life is more than all that I'm not getting 
I need to feel that my illusion is worth something 
More than just fooling you to hope and crave 
I need to know why all our hopes 
 



 

 

  
VERSE I  
Be yourself, chase your heart  
They say but what if those terms drift apart  
What if my urges lead away  
From the lighthouse that I used to incarnate  
 
CHORUS  
I could fight, I could save me  
But I know this one's beyond salvation  
This is hopeless  
'Cause I've been here a thousand miles before I fell  
   
 
VERSE II  
Be yourself don't lose your way  
Worn out I keep returning, sick of it  
And all I need to know is that I could change  
And that I am not enslaved to my own traits  
 
BRIDGE 
Must I burn it down?  
Can't I go out without abolishing my ground?  
It seems like the only way  
There is nothing I would wanna build upon  
Will my ashes see the dark   
Beyond the lighted waves or will they drown?  
Miles and miles to where I've been  
  
CHORUS  
I could fight, I could save me  
But I know this one's beyond salvation  
This is hopeless  
Cause I've been here a thousand miles before I fell  
  
  
END  
Had to burn it down  
Could not go out without abolishing my ground  
That reminds me of repeating and unchangeable proceedings  
Miles and miles and miles to where I've been  
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
  
VERSE  
When I got what's going on  
It wasn't easy to adjust  
To this unknown situation   
You dissolving in our world  
  
And I've tried everything to show  
That you're still inside my soul  
But it's too late you already  
Took leave of us for good  
  
And I have - tried to calm you down  
Tried to face the storm  
Instead got swirled around   
Your inaccessible cyclone  
  
Insult me, take my pride  
I need to see you fight  
Let me scream and let me cry   
But please don't let me down  
  
  
BRIDGE  
Can our essence change or just  
The way we view our world 
Do we alone decide  
Or does destiny arrive? 
I'm flying around I might rise above  
Or be stranded far, now all I know is I'm  
 
  
CHORUS  
Graceful, you might think my eyes would show  
Upright, accordance; melting heart with acts and mind with soul  
Never let darkness get in control  
But though glances can reveal slight shades they can't foretell cyclones  
 
 



 

 

 

VERSE I 
Say, say what you want then go you are discarded 
I have, have no excuse but my drained vital sources 
 
Can't believe what you did 
Can't you feel how I felt 
Nothing ever, will be fixing all your trash 
 
CHORUS I 
Grow, I have grown 
But the painful scar you've caused won't pale 
Your face might fade, lives separate 
No memories and yearnings 
Still I'll feel your sway through years away, so 
 
VERSE I 
Say, say what you want then go you are discarded 
I have, have no excuse but my drained vital sources 
 
Can't believe what you did 
Can't you feel how I felt 
Nothing ever, will be fixing all your trash 
 
VERSE II 
Take, take what you want, then go, I'm empty anyways 
There's, there's nothing left inside after your soul-sucking days 
 
Can't believe what you did 
Can't you feel how I felt 
Nothing ever, will be fixing all your trash 
 
PRE-CHORUS 
I'll feel your sway though years away 
You've trashed me, so incurable 
I've tried everything 
 
CHORUS II 
When I believe, I can restore my peace 
Try to revive my dreams 
I only end up, struggling 
 
INTERLUDE 
Take down my guard 
I wouldn't care, sick of fighting for it 
Break down my heart 
Make me remember at some point it used to be filled 
 

CHORUS II 
When I believe, I can restore my peace 
Try to revive my dreams 
I only end up, struggling 
 

END 
Can't believe what you did 
Can't you feel how I felt 
Nothing ever, will be fixing all your trash 



 

 

 
VERSE I 

Then she put down the cards 

And told me there are three of them so I should choose smartly 

Each a different way 

Of getting all wisdom with its own price to pay 

I thought it wasn't allowed 

To see them but she said it would not change my doubts 

So, she turned the first one around 

A heart on a young boy's chest did pound and pound 

 

CHORUS Ooh.. 

 

VERSE II 

The purest form of love 

Dedicating every single second to your true one 

The twist's not hard to find out 
But isn't this eventually what life should be all about 
So, when your soulmate is found 

How can you possibly consider turning around? 

But won't the sacrifices haunt you, when daily life begins? 

 

CHORUS Ooh.. 

 

POST-CHORUS 

Oh I don't know it scares me 

To lose it all for someone 

Who might, after all, abandon me 

It might be happily ever after 
It might be a disaster 
No one knows how it will be someday 

So maybe I should choose another way 

 

VERSE III 

So, there was this girl 
With a diamond ring so big I could have sworn it was stolen 

She worked so hard just to earn 

A safe future for her kids that won't ever be born 

But she still had her esteem 

Yet when the years went by even this had turned into greed 

So, the third card revealed 

A spade king who said girl go, fight for your dreams 

 

VERSE VI 

So, I went to that show 

But instead of having fun you won't believe what I saw 

Those on stage drowned in tears 

And though the audience can't see it, oh it suffocates me 

Cause I was told that such art 
It cannot exist if no pain is involved 

So, my favourite card 

Shows getting wisdom through suffering and such 
 

CHORUS Ooh.. 



 

 

  
 
VERSE 
Babe, I thought I saw an angel 
Told me to calm down and gave me 
His hand and helped me step down from my pedestal 
Now I'm down but gone's the angel 
I'm left alone (and) all erased 
Those years I grew up dancing on a pedestal 
 
CHORUS 
Face me - I can't spread my heart 
Mind racing - life could be more harming  
Store my fears and take me home  
 
 



 

 

 
VERSE I 

Unintended, honest meaning 

Then you told me about him scheming 

Clear above my glassy ceiling 

Still can barely grasp more than your light 

 

PRE-CHORUS 

Trying to find my empire’s door 

 

CHORUS 

I know that I can’t perceive the world you see  

And I can’t concede 

Without you I’m undone 

 

VERSE II 

Voids laid bare by interference 

(But) can I turn them into revealings 

All that I am sure is real it 

Might not be beyond my vivid mind 

 

PRE-CHORUS 

Trying to find my empire’s door 

 

CHORUS 

I know that I can’t perceive the world you see  

And I don't want to 

Wanna try to figure out 

But when your tale appears intriguing scenes  

Reveal to me 

Without you I'm undone 

 

VERSE III 

Don’t care about what you’re concealing 

And I don’t like that I do need it 

But all that I am sure is real it 

Fades with you around 

 

INTERLUDE 

 

CHORUS 

I know that I can’t perceive the world you see  

And I don't want to 

Wanna try to figure out 

But when your tale appears intriguing scenes  

Reveal to me 

Without you I'm undone 

 



 

 

 

 

 
VERSE I 
I see, I talk, I listen unraveling the myths 

Gabbing here and chatting there 

Some gossip some in depth 

 

I am the source of my own thinking 

But you are my petrol 
Lactating, educating me 

‘Till now since I've been born 

 

 

VERSE II 
I wear, I call, I'm filling 

My stomach with their blood 

You taught me to feel sad about 
But not enough to stop 

 

You are the leader of the powerless 

A magical excuse 

To all we should be punished for 
You heal us from remorse 

 

 
CHORUS 

I am enslaved to be your goddess 

And my objection is desired 

To reflect the paradise 

You wish we'd see around 
 

VERSE III 
I have my life, I have my motives 

But you became my rails 

You formed us to your army 

Our weapon: innocence 

 

We wander around 

Through ups and downs 

And we believe someday we're saved 

But history has taught me 

That this world will never change 

 
 
BRIDGE 
I have my brain, have my opinion 

But you became my view 

The sun, the beach, the sky 

Above a place where sorrow rules 

 
CHORUS 

I am enslaved to be your goddess 

And my objection is desired 

To reflect the paradise 

You wish we'd see around 
 

 

 


